A study about modern
idolatry-God’s Bible
time and true Bible days
of God; compared to the
artificial pagan Bible
time measure that is
mistranslated into most
all records of Bible time
Have you been deceived about the true
resurrection moment of the Christ? Do
you worship as you keep a -Bible day
of the sun god or Sunday? If you keep
as a -Bible day of the sun god or
“Sunday” under the law of God
through Moses with only two or three
witnesses God would have had you
stoned to death without mercy (Deut.
17:1-5). www.biblementor.com Editor Willard Wade
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Every memorial event of God is changed by wicked Bible translators
February 23, 2012
This is the short version of this Bible /Study.
Be humble and be honest. Just how much do you know for certain
about God’s natural Bible time? What great and awesome things
can you prove with scripture, that God’s natural Bible time is
putting an awesome power in the Bible records that will convince
the most doubtful that the Bible is from God?
Do you just love the Pagan artificial Bible week days of the
seven sky gods that are mistranslated into your
Bible? See the worship of the first sun god Ra in
Egypt, believed to be the first in history of a
worship made to a sun god. Did the disciples of
the Devil deceive you into accepting His pagan
time keeping of the seven day “week” of the
seven sky gods for your Bible days? You ask
what are you talking about? The God of the Bible
has warned you as He has warned all Israel “do
not speak the names of other gods” [of the week].
Ex 23:13 And in all things that I have said unto you be
circumspect: and make no mention of the name of other gods,
neither let it be heard out of thy mouth.
Now you know that your good old King James Bible translators
and other Bible translators would not try and deceive you by adding
the religious days of the “week” of the seven sky gods in their Bible
translations or did they??? Do you love and prefer the idolaters Bible?
Beware and know the truth in what you are doing. Whether it is
your intent or not, when you make reference to your Bible day of
Sunday or the first day of the week of the seven sky gods you are
making reference to the time measure of the week day of the sun god.
Is the Bible “week” of the seven sky gods the pagan time measure
that you will just love to your spiritual death? I am warning you that
Catholics and the church daughters of the Catholic Church have
caused the mistranslation of pagan time keeping into most all English
Bibles. Has wicked and evil Bible translators deceived you by
adding artificial days of the Bible week of the seven sky gods in the
translated records of your mistranslated Bible? In the longer version
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of this article I show how the Catholic church has deceived the
whole “Christian” world in keeping their day of the sun god..
Know this fact for certain, the God of the entire Bible does not
have any days that are measured the same as the pagan days of the
week of the seven sky gods. So why is that pagan artificial first day
of the week or Sunday mistranslated into your Bible records. Why
do people who make the claim to be “Christian,” just love that old
false Bible day of their first day of the artificial week of the seven
sky gods the Sunday or the pagan day of the sun god?
God hates idol worship. So why do most “Christians” prefer and
love the pagan sky god of Sunday falsely translated into your English
Bible? Will you fight to your spiritual death for the day of the week
of the seven planet gods or the week day of the sun god or Sunday?
Do not be deceived! 1) Sun-day the Bible day of the week of the
almighty sun god Ra (the first day of the week of the seven sky
gods). Then you reply “I do not worship the God Ra.” Then, why
do you accept the Bible day of
“Ra” or any other sun god as your
translated Bible day? The day of
the sun god starts at midnight six
hours after God’s Bible number
day the Greek Mia or “Day One”
has begun. I beg you to make this study for your eternal life. Sunday
is not measured the same as God’s day One or the first day. We are
only discussing -holy Bible days of our God!
Ra, the sun god as he traveled the sky daily with the sun on his head.
During the period between dawn and noon, Ra occupies the Matet
(growing stronger) boat. During the period between noon and dusk
Ra travels in the Sektet (growing weaker) boat. Ra travels the
underworld during the night where he encounters and battles many
foes. Why do most all deceived “Christian” men and women love
their Bible day of the sun god or Sunday and most will fight to their
spiritual death for their artificial time measure of the day of the sun
god their pagan mistranslated -Bible day?
Now do you really love the day of that old god of the sun or
Sunday? Would you give up all your chances of going to heaven just
to hold on to the day of the sun god and the artificial days of the week
of the seven sky gods that are mistranslated into your Bible records?
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The Artificial “Week” is not a Bible seven day solar “Sabbaton”
The seven solar days of God are measured only from early dark of the
evening (beginning first with only one whole dark period).
2) Moon-day or Monday is a day
named giving glory and honor to the
goddess of the moon. In mythology, a
lunar deity is a god or goddess
associated with or symbolizing the
moon. These deities can have a
variety of functions and traditions
depending upon the culture, but they
are often related to or an enemy of
the solar deity. Lunar deities can be
both male and female, and are usually
held to be of the opposite sex of the
corresponding solar deity. Male lunar
deities are somewhat more common
worldwide, although female deities are better known in modern
times due to the influence of classical Greek and Roman mythology,
which held the moon to be a female god. All people who

prefer the pagan gods as their Bible week days are the
3) Tue the god of war. Tues-day a day
enemies of God.
that gives glory and honor by naming this
time measure of your life and giving
honor to this day of the god of war named
“Tue.” You say I do not intend to give
glory and honor to the god “Tue” when I
say Tues-day.
Y’ahsus (Jesus) warns we will be judged
by the very words that come out of our
mouth. It is not sin to name and use artificial
time. The sin is to make artificial Bible
time as God’s natural Bible time.
The God of the Bible number named His
days of the cycle of the seven day solar
Sabbaton. You should learn how these days of God are number
named and how the days of God are measured in the true Bible
translations. To add the words “week”or “month” is deceitful.
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Did Your Jesus die on the day of the -whore?
4) Wednesday or the pagan war god Woden or Oden’s day.
The fourth day of God is not a midweek or “Wednesday.”
How much do you love the false Bible midweek instead of the 4th
day or the “mid seven” Bible day of God?
Christ did not die on
any part of Friday

6) Fria’s day or Friday or
Germanic goddess Fria, in some
pagan societes the day of the
prostitute goddess A question that
must have only truth for the answerwas the Jesus that you love
crucified on the day of the
prostitute goddess or Friday? Will
you fight the God of the Bible for
your Bible days of the week of the
prostitute goddess? Now you call
yourself a “Christian” but does
5) Thurgan’s daeg or Thursday your god of the Bible have the day
or the Egyptian god “Set” the day of the sun god and do you keep your
of the god of thunder, weather
Bible day of the sun god or
and crops. How much do you
Sunday? Notice we wrote legal
love the Bible day of the wucu or Bible days of your God and we are
“week’ day with the god of
not referring to your artificial civil
Thursday?
days.
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7) The devil and his disciples translates the false Bible word
“week” and Saturn is an artificial week day with the name
‘Saturday,” which is the day of the pagan sky god Saturn who kills
and eats humans.
Now how much do you just
love that old false -Bible week
day with the named Saturn?
Saturn is the planet god of the
false Bible translation of a
false -Bible week and Saturn
of the week day is a pagan god
who kills and eats humans? Do
you see the word “week”
identifying the artificial days of
the week in your mistranslated
Bible record. If you do not
like this artificial pagan time
division of the “week” of the
seven sky gods written into
your Bible then buy a correctly translated Bible that translate truth
and true Bible time and true set times that the God of the Bible has
set to worship. Buy a good Bible translation that does not have
these false translations of the pagan time measure and false times
that say they are set by God to gather and worship mistranslated
into the Bible records. We will prove with scripture that God has
warned you that His Bible time keeping is serious business that if
you are deceived about His true Bible time He will give you up to
the hand of your deceiver. Now you have been warned and you
have no excuse for refusal to study this subject and learn and
discover what truth is about the true Bible set times of God that are
important times to worship and for your salvation.
Read this book at this web site “Bible time Conspiracy”
www.biblementor.com and discover who has fooled the entire world
with their false Bible time and learn how the disciples of Satan have
changed all, note I said all the times that the God of the Bible has set
to worship.They changed the resurrectionof Christ from the
evening to the morning. We must worship God in spirit and in truth
(John 4:23-24) .
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A special Study about Bible time for January 21, 2011
A necessary word study for this lesson.
Only the most wicked Bible translators are the Bible translators
who dare to remove God’s natural time measure from the
original Bible records and then translate into the Bible records
the artificial pagan time measure of the pagans. Do not fail God
but study this very important Bible subject.
1) Natural Time is a time measure that is made with the eye.
2) Artificial time is a time measure made using man made
instruments such as clocks to measure parts of God’s natural Bible
time.
3) The Natural solar Bible day is a day observed with the eye.
4) An artificial day is a day measure using man made instruments to
artificially measure one revolution of the earth upon it’s axis from a set
point upon earth and in relation to a fixed Star (Polaris).
God warns you about His Bible covenant He made with the day and
with the night to determine Bible Hebrew “Eth” or Bible “time.”
God warns you about His covenant with Bible “time” the measure of
His day, can not be changed and if any power can change His
covenant with the day or with the night God said He will not send
Y’ehsus (mistranslated Jesus) to reign on the throne of David.
Jeremiah 33:19 And the word of the LORD came unto Jeremiah,
saying, 20 Thus saith the LORD; If ye can break my covenant of
the day, and my covenant of the night, and that there should not
be day and night in their season [season is the Hebrew “eth” or
Bible time]; 21 Then may also my covenant be broken with David
my servant, that he should not have a son to reign upon his
throne; and with the Levites the priests, my ministers [in
brackets is mine]. Now you will not escape God by simply
naming and translating your artificial Bible day by a different name
even if you give the artificial Bible day a number name. See it
matters how you measure the true Bible days of God.
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Is God saying He will -not send Y’ehsus to reign on the throne of
David if His covenant with the day and with the night can be
changed to come at a different -time (Hebrew eth)? Yes_____
No______
God warns us that the Disciple of Satan, a wicked ruler will think
he is an earth God and can change Bible Law and Bible “set times”
to worship (Daniel chapter 7 verse 25). This same wicked ruler the
apostle Paul warns he will make the claim that he is God and claims
that he sets on the throne of God (second Thessolonians chapter 2
verses 1 through 12). This wicked ruler will think that he has the
right to change the laws of God and change how Bible time is
measured and the times God has set for us to gather and worship.
God warns all the Saints (Christians) in the everlasting kingdom
which is the kingdom Y’ehsus (translated as the name Jesus) that a
wicked ruler will think he can change God’s Bible laws, time and
the times that God has set to worship.
God warns if you are deceived by this wicked ruler then God will
give you over to his false teaching. Truth will -not be restored to the
saints of the most high until a time and times and a dividing of time.
Daniel chapter 7 verses 25 And he shall speak great words
against the most High, and shall wear out the saints of the most
High, and think to change times and laws: and they shall be
given into his hand until a time and times and the dividing of
time. “Times” are the times that God has set to worship Him.
Every law of set times of God has been changed in most but not
all translated Bibles.Question that must have truth for the answer,
will God really allow you to be deceived by this wicked ruler and if
you are deceived did God say He will give you over to his hand in
his false teaching? Now it is the strangest thing when you begin to
teach the truth to show how the laws of God are changed and time
and set times of God to worship have been changed by those who
love the teaching of Satan and his disciples. They will oppose this
truth with all their might. Some become like a swarm of mad hornets
and if they could they would skin you alive or burn you at the stake
for teaching this truth. Those who love the teaching of Satan, they
will fight truth and die and go to hell fighting for the -change in the
laws concerning Bible time and the change in all Bible times that
God has set to worship Him..
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So with whom do you stand? What will it take to motivate you to
take a stand for our God against the change in Bible set times to
worship God?
Make this Bible study about Bible time and learn how God divides
or measures all His Bible days. All Bible words in this study are
given with Hebrew or the Greek references in the Strong’s Bible
dictionary numbers to make your Bible study easy to learn truth of
about true Bible time and set times to worship..
The Bible word “Day” is a Homonym word. Every language of the
world has homonym words. The context “what goes before and what
follows” determines what is the word meaning for a Homonym word.
A Homonym word, is a word that has the same sound pronunciation
spelled the same but has different word meanings. The English word
“Bank” is a homonym word. The “bank” a place to deposit money.
The “bank” of a river. The “bank” of Cards. To “Bank” an airplane to
turn the airplane around. There are many more kinds of “banks.”
There are three principal Homonyms in the word definitions of
the Bible word “day.”
Here are the Three Principle uses of the Bible Homonym
word “Day” in the Bible.
1) During the equinoxes there is an
artificial twelve hour period of light all over the world to make the
day (light). The light He (God) called “Day?” (Gen.1:5).
2) One revolution of the earth upon its axis is a natural Bible
measure which is artificiaslly measured as a twenty-four hour
“day.” The Bible solar “Day” is -not written as an artificial time
measure, but the Bible can be artificially measured as a twenty four
hour Bible solar “day.” Both the evening (early dark) and the
morning (early light) was the first whole dark and then whole light
period of “day One” (Gen. 1:5). In verse 5 there are two different
“days” mentioned.
There is an early dark and an early light in the solar day of God.
The Bible twenty four hour “day” can be measured artificially with
instruments but only starting from evening or early the whole dark to
morning or early of the whole light until the end of the light. “Day.”
3) The word “Day” also is a Homonym word as in the indefinite
figurative case where -action determines time not the light or solar
day period-”In that day ye shall say praise the Lord” (Isa. 12:1);
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John 8:56 “Your father Abraham rejoiced to see my day: and he
saw it, and was glad.”
A) Must the context (what goes before and what follows after)
determine word definition for the multiple Homonym word the
Bible “Day” Yes____No____
B) Is the light He called Day _a Homonym word as a whole daylight
period Yes___No ___
C) Is the passing of an Evening together with the passing the
morning one solar Day ____ homonym “day” a one whole time
period as One solar complete revolution of the earth upon it axis?
____
3) In word definition of the indefinite figurative case is the word
“day” also a day that has no set bounds but it is the action that creates
the indefinite figurative day. “in that day ye shall say” Day a homonym
as in Isaiah 12:1 ¶ And in that day thou shalt say, O LORD, I will
praise thee: though thou wast angry with me, thine anger is
turned away, and thou comfortedst me? Yes___ NO___

A) Answer truly, is the Bible word “day” written as a Homonym
word? Yes__ No___
B) Question. Must the -context determine what is the word definition
for any homonym word such as the English word “Bank?” or the Bible
homonym word “Day?” Yes____ No____
There are many technicalities in this Bible study about Bible time and
how the days of God are measured in the entire Bible. We purposely
try to avoid the technicalities so we all can come to one mind on what
are the most important issues of understanding this Bible study about
Bible time and how the days of God are measured in the entire Bible.
In the twenty first century astrophysicists have discovered the universe
is limitless or appears to be without limits or bounds. Also discovered,
matter is being driven -not by the light; as was once thought but matter
in the universe is being driven outward by a mysterious and awesome
force from out of the Dark. Astrophysicists identify this awesome
unseen force as “dark energy.” Dark matter is also discovered.
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1) Now we can understand better the creation record “Then
spake Solomon; The Lord said that he would dwell in thick
darkness” (Second Kings chapter 8: verse 12).
First, discover; is the dark a God created dimension or entity?
Isaiah 45:7 (21st Century King James Version) God said
I form the light, and create darkness; I make peace, and create
evil; I, the LORD, do all these things.
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Question: In truth did God really say, and do you accept, that He made
or created the dimension of the “Dark?” Yes______NO____
2) Now let us learn when the dark is created and how God
measures all His Bible Days in the entire Bible.
Genesis 1:1-2 (21st Century King James
Version) (A good translation)
1 In the beginning God created the heaven
and the earth.
2

And the earth was without form and void,
and darkness was upon the face of the deep.
And the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the
waters. The dark does not occult on and off
A) Question-In the beginning did God create the awesome power
of the dark before He created the light? Yes___No____
B) How many dark periods did God create to make His first
day of creation of the universe? One_____Two___ Three____
C) Now be careful. How many dark periods are measured in the
artificial measure of the Day of the sun god or Sunday? Start counting
at midnight of God’s day One and end at midnight of God’s second
Bible day. One___Two____Three____
If God’s first day of creation is measured with only one whole dark
period is the Bible Day of God measured the same as Sunday?
____?
D) Is the evening of God’s creation measured by sight? _____ Or
by man made instruments?______
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Genesis 1:3-5 (21st Century King James Version)
3And God said, “Let there be light”; and there was light.
Question. A) How many whole light periods did God create in the
beginning day of creation? One___Two___Three___
4 And God saw the light, that it was good; and God divided the
light from the darkness.
5 And God called the light Day, and the darkness He called
Night. And the evening and the morning was Day One.
The Hebrew name of the first day of creation is “Yom Echad” or
Day One. Because Echad” is a Masculine word the records is stated
as “Day He is One.” The Greek is translated into the Septuagint of
the Jews as “Hemera Mia” The Greek day “Hemera” is femenine so
the translated record of the Jews is stated as “Day She is One.” One
of the most important studies of the Bible day is to understand when
and how the whole dark and light periods are created to “occult” on
and off.
Whatever occults either the dark or the light then the other must
remain constant. The light is created to occult upon the dark. The
dark remains constant. God creates the first whole dark period, then
He created the measure of the whole light period to create the whole
night and day light periods of His solar day.
. So on the first day the sun the moon and the stars were not created
until the fourth day. What was this first created light it was not the sun
because the sun is a star? Stars were not created until the fourth day
(Gen. 1:14). Some of us believe it was the gasses of the new earth
in it’s beginning set on fire to create light in the universe.
1) Which entity “occults” either the dark or the light to make the
natural eye measure of the whole dark and whole light period of the
whole days of God in the entire Bible? The dark ___or the Light?
___ Example illustrated in the line below is the created dark. The
dark in time is continuous or constant but the white cross Squares
represent the periods of moving light occulting upon the dark.
Start here. Upper line is natural time. the lower line is artificial.
1
2nd
3rd
4th 5th
6th
7th 1

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thur
12

Fri

Sat

Sun

2)Determine what remains constant in the universe either the dark or
the light? ______3) Question. After creating the sun on the fourth
day, and if the dark is continually constant; is God naming only the times that the light occults on and off to overcome the dark to make
the seven day solar cycles for the earth? Yes___No___
A)
Is the evening the beginning or the early beginning dark of the
new day of God? Yes_____ NO_____
B)
Is the Greek word Proi the “early ligh oft the morning or the
beginning of the light period of the new day? Yes_____No_____
C)
Gen. 1:1-5-Read carefully. How many evenings are measured in
the first day of creation? One___Two___Three___
D)
How many mornings in the first day of creation?
One___Two___Three___
E) Again read carefully. The light is a “day” and the evening and
the morning are a solar “day.” Is the word “Day” written with
reference to two different word homonyms of two different measures
of two very different days in Gen. 1: verse 5 Yes____No____
During the equinox the days and nights are equal.12 hours.
G) During the equinoxes how many hours after the beginning of God’s
day One at evening before the day Sunday begins? ______hours
Some facts about the Old Testament Septuagint. Word meaning in the
old Jewish Greek Septuagint determines the same word meaning in the
Greek New Testament.
4) Learn what is the Old Testament Septuagint (The Septuaginta) (The
Seventy)? Some name OT and the NT Greek the “Polyglot.”
Fact, the Septuagint is the complete translation of the Old Testament
Hebrew translated into the Judaic Greek dialect. The Septuagint is
translated by the Jews from the Hebrew nearly two hundred and fifty
years before Y’ehsus (Jesus) came to earth. The Septuagint is
written in the common or Koine Greek language or the same Judaic
Greek dialect or Greek language as the New Testament Greek. It is
important to understand what the Judaic Greek dialect is. Some Judaic
Greek words have a complete different word meaning than that of the
Greeks of Greece.
5) Where was the Septuagint translated from Hebrew into the
Greek? Fact the Greek Old Testament Septuagint was translated in
Alexandria Egypt two hundred and fifty years before Y’ehsus came to
earth.
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6) In what language was the Septuagint Written? Fact -The Old
Testament Septuagint is written in the same Koine (common) or the
Judaic Greek dialect as is the koine Greek New Testament.
7) Who translated the Septuagint? Fact, hundreds of years before
the coming of Jesus Seventy two Jewish scholars from Old Israel
went down into Egypt and translated the Old Testament Hebrew and
other articles into the Greek Polyglot and Old Testament Septuagint.
8) Did Y’ehsus quote word for word from the Septuagint?
Fact, yes Y’ehsus did quote word for word from the Greek
Septuagint.
See Septuagint translated in the Apostolic Bible Polyglot with
Strong’s numbering for the Literal Translation. God Said: Isaiah
45:7
1473
3588
2680 5457
God first made the
egw
kataskeuasaV
fw
Dark before he made
I am the one carefully preparing light,
the light
2532 4160 4655
kai
poihs askotoV
and I made darkness;
B) Question did God create the dark? Yes_____ No_____
Now establish what truth is and then teach truth showing how God
made the first whole period of dark at the beginning of the day the
beginning creation of the universe. Then let us discover did Y’ahsus
(Jesus) truly resurrect at early yet it was dark on day one or on a
repeating oculting cycle of the exact moment when God spoke the
creation of the universe into existence?
This is the Jewish Septuagint word for word translation Genesis 1:1
from The Apostolic Bible interlinear.
1722 746 4160—3588—2316
3588
3772
En arch epoihsen o qeojj ton
ouranon
In the beginning
God
made the
heaven
3588 1093
thn ghn
the earth.
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2532
kai
and

Genesis 1: 2 A word for word translation
3588—1161
093 1510.7.3 517 2532 180.2
h de
gh hn
aorato
kai akataskeuastoV
But the earth was
unseen
and
unready,
2532 4655
kai skotoV
and darkness

1883
epanw
was upon

3588
thV
the

12
abussou
abyss,

2532 4151 2316
2018
1883
3588
5204
kai pneuma qeou
epefereto epanw
tou udatoV
and spirit of God
bore
upon
the
water.
Note, God created the first evening (or the beginning of only one
whole Dark period) and the whole dark period was created before
God created the first whole light period. God’s first day is named in
the Hebrew as “Yom Echad” which is translated into the Greek
Septuagint as “Hemera Mia”, and then should have been translated
into the English as ”Day One” of the seven day cycle of the
Sabbaton, but in fact; King James translated “Day One”into the
ancient pagan artificial time as:”The First day of the week (which
“week” is the artificial measure of days of the seven skygods).
Again take careful note The first day of the week of the seven sky
gods or the day of the sun god or Sunday is artificially measured
with two half parts of two night periods of two of God’s Bible
“days -a night part of Day One and a night part of God’s second
day.”
Genesis 1:3
2532 2036—3588—2316 1096
5457
kai
eipen o qeoV
genhqhtw
fwV
And God said,
let there be
light!

The fiery molten earth was an

2532 1096
5457
kai
egeneto
fwV occulting light in the heavens
And
there was
light. before the sun, stars, the moon
We do not know if it was were created on the fourth day.
only the Earth that was
giving light in the universe before the sun or stars were created on the
fourth day but there were no other lights mentioned that was created .
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Day one of the Sabbaton cometh Mary Magdalene early, yet it was dark, John
Now this first light God created on the first day was not”light’ from
the sun because the sun is a star and stars were not created until the
fourth day (see Gen.1:14). The light could well have been light
made from the molten burning mass God named the earth, because
the earth is older than the sun and is recorded to have been created
but not formed in the beginning before the sun. God named this
molten mass of light ‘the earth” before He cooled the earth.
2532 1492—3588—2316 3588 5457 3754 2570
kai eiden o qeoV to fwV oti kalon
And God beheld the light that it was good.
2532 1316—3588—2316 303.1 3588 5457 303.1 2532
kai diecwrisen o qeoV ana meson tou fwtoV kai
And parted
God
between
the light and
3588
4655
ana
meson tou skotouV
between the
darkness
Genesis 1:5 (AB)
2532 2564—3588- 2316 588 5457 2250
kai ekalesen o qe
to fwV hmeran
And called
God
the light, Day,
2532 3588 4655
2564
3571
kai to skotoV ekalese nukta
and the darkness he called, Night;
2532 1096
kai egeneto
and there was

2073 2532 096
4404
espera kai egeneto prwi
evening and there was morning,
a
From the Greek Bible Septuagint of the Jews
Mi
2250 1520
Note carefully the Strong’s
hmera mia Bible Greek word number 1520 for Mia or “day
day One.” There was only one created day God gives the name
the beginning number is written in the cardinal numeral “Day He is
one.” A masculine cardinal numeral is a number name that shows
quantity and quality in the set, such as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.. All the other
days of creation except “day He is one” were named in the ordinal
numeral set, which ordinal position shows sequence: second, third,
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Mat 28:1 ¶ Now late on sabbath, as it was the dusk of the next day after sabbath,
came Mary of Magdala and the other Mary (true -Darby translation)

M
ia
On
e

Now closely examine the above name of the first day of creation
in the Septuagint of the Jews in their Greek Bible who wrote our
New Testament in the Greek. You do not have to be a Bible scholar;
neither do you have to be able to read the Bible Greek to see and
understand -how the Bible Greek word “Mia” is named and
measured. Questions that demands true answers about Bible Time.
1) -did God name the beginning Bible Greek Day of God “Mia” and
is the day Mia measured from evening (early dark) to the next
consecutive early dark of the evening? Yes_____No____.
2) How many dark periods are measured in the true Bible day
Mia of the Sabbaton? One____Two___Three___
3) How many dark periods are measured in the false Pagan
artificial -Bible day of the sun god? One___Two___Three___
Matthew gives the exact record of the women coming to the tomb,
and he also gave the exact moment of the resurrection. Matthew is
most precise and exact when he says;
‘Opsee de Sabbaton,
late [on] And the Sabbaton,
or at the backside of [the cycle of Sevens], (Sabbaton is a
Homonym word.

at night lighting into [Day the Greek Mia or day One
Sabbaton,
hnlqen
the Sabbaton [or the solar cycle of the Sevens] came
Mariam heh Magdalana, kai
Mariam of Magdalene and
h allh
the other

Maria qewrhnsai
Maria
to view

ton tafon. kai idou seismo
the tomb. And behold earthquake
egeneto
there was

[a]

megan.
Great [mega].
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Christ did not resurrect on
any part of the day of the
sun god or Sunday!

Now when he had risen very early, the first day (Darby)
Y’ehsus resurrected at the Greek Opse (evening of Saturday night)
on the first day of creation. Acts 20:7 In Troas gather and worship
God in the evening (our modern Saturday night) they gsther at the
resurrection moment on day Mia or day one, then they worshipped
at the precise resurrection moment of Y’ehsus, the moment all
Christians are Passed Over on the beginning cycle of the first day of
Creation? The Same Greek words “opse” and “eiphosko” that
declare the moment that Y’ehsus was entombed in the evening is
also written by Matthew 28: 1 to declare his resurrection moment is
at Opse Late on the Sabbath and at “epiphosko” or lighting up time..
Note a gathering of disciples in Troas before midnight on the day
Mia in Acts 20:7 The perfect Apostolic Bible Translation.
Mia is not Sunday
1722—1161 3588 1520 3588
4521
en
de th
mia twn
sabbatwn
And on the day one of the
Sabbaton,
Mia (Greek)
4863
3588
3101
sunhgmenwn
twn
maqhtwn
[3havingbeen gathered 1the 2disciples]
2806
740
3588 1256
1473
klasai arton ,,,,, * dielegeto,, autoiV
to break bread,
Paul reasoned with them,
3195
1826 3588 1887
3905—5037
mellwn
exienai th epaurion pa reteine
te
being
about
to exit the next day, and he extended
3588 3056
3360
3317
ton logon mecrimeso nuktiou
the Word
until
midnightGod’s day “Mia” is measured with only one whole dark period.
The disciples in Troas gathered before Midnight, so the time they
gathered was not on any part of Sunday that begins at midight? Yes
__ No__ Is Acts 20:7 an example for all Christians to gather to
break bread? Yes__ No___ See Philippians chapter 4 verses 8-9 .
You can only see the day of God approaching Hebrews 10:25
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Pentecost begins at dusk parallel to the resurrection moment.on day Mia.
If in your life time do you keep a Bible day of the sun god or
Sunday? If so in your continual idolatry you will stand judged in

idolary the same as the Catholics who idolizes the same pagan
gods. According to God there is not one whit bit of difference.
Did your Lord Jesus resurrect at the rising of the sun god on the
first false Bible day of the Bible week of the seven sky gods or
on the day of the sun god or Sunday?
Truth is Y’ehsus
(mistranslated “Jesus”)
resurrected at “Early yet it
was dark on day One of the
Sabbaton ” John 20:1 Mark
16:9 declares in the Greek
“Y’ehsus” resurrected early,
the first or at the -beginning
of the Sabbaton (the seven
day solar cycle) (Mark
16::9). Early the first of the
seven day solar cycle of the
Bible Sabbaton of God
begins at sunset of our modern Saturday night.
Do not be deceived by false Bible translators!
God bless you in you in this search for truth.
Willard Wade
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One of the most brutal punishments for
idolatry was stoning. Have you been
deceived and do you keep a -Bible day
of the sun god or Sunday? If you had
keep a Bible day of the sun god or
“Sunday” under the law of God
through Moses with only two or three
witnesses God would have had you
stoned to death without mercy.

The disciples of Satan have mistranslated the Bible records of
God’s Bible time and His set times to worship. Millions have
been deceived. So are you going to make this Bible study to
discover what our God has done with Bible time to prove to you
and to the world that the Bible is from God? This Bible study is
complicated only by lack of knowledge and because of false
Bible translations. God bless you in this search for the awesome
truth from our God.
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